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A Practice Note describing the necessary steps for conducting arbitration under the rules of the Society of Maritime Arbitrators, Inc.

SCOPE OF THIS NOTE

This Note provides a step-by-step guide to arbitration under the Maritime Arbitration Rules of the Society of Maritime Arbitrators, Inc. (SMA) effective March 14, 2018 and common practices in SMA arbitrations. The SMA Rules apply to arbitration of both domestic and international disputes.

Maritime arbitration today is a specialized matter, focusing generally on maritime contracts, such as charterparties (ship lease agreements), and matters arising out of the operation of ships, such as delay and demurrage charges and cargo damage as well as commodities and other areas not necessarily directly related to shipping.

INTRODUCTION TO THE SMA

Founded in 1963, the SMA is a non-profit organization the members of which are maritime arbitrators. Under the SMA Rules, the default locale for any arbitration is New York (SMA Rules § 7). Therefore, the SMA promotes maritime arbitration in New York:

- With its selective membership.
- By providing:
  - a code of ethics applicable to its members; and
  - rules and other materials for maritime arbitration and other forms of alternative dispute resolution.

The SMA maintains a website with its rules, roster of members, and other information.

The SMA provides only limited administration of arbitrations, assisting with issues of consolidation and maintaining escrow accounts to secure the arbitrators’ fees. The case proceeds for the most part as an ad hoc arbitration. The SMA:

- Maintains a roster of arbitrators (appointment from which is not mandatory under the rules).
- Publishes awards unless the parties opt out.
- Administers accounts for security for the Panel’s estimated fees and expenses deposited in arbitration when requested.

The appointment of arbitrators and the governance of arbitration proceedings are otherwise up to the parties and the arbitrators.

The SMA Rules provide that arbitrators must issue reasoned awards, which are published (unless the parties opt out of publication). Published awards are available on Westlaw and LEXIS. Some important awards are also published in American Maritime Cases. There is therefore a body of SMA awards that, although not precedential, are persuasive authority in SMA arbitration and that are cited in court cases as well.

For parties seeking fully administered arbitration, see Practice Note, Introduction to US Arbitral Institutions and Their Rules (1-500-5006).

SMA ARBITRATION

The SMA Rules apply to an arbitration when:

- The dispute resolution clause in the relevant contract provides for arbitration in under the SMA Rules.
- The dispute resolution clause provides for ad hoc arbitration, but the sole arbitrator or appointed arbitrators are SMA members and either accept appointment based on the SMA Rules or are appointed on the basis that the SMA Rules apply to their appointment under the parties’ agreement.
- Regardless of the provisions of the arbitration clause, the parties later agree to arbitration under SMA Rules.

The current SMA Rules apply only to contracts entered into on or after March 14, 2018. Prior versions of the rules, which apply to earlier contracts, are also available on the website (see Amendments to the Rules). The SMA has also put forward a Shortened Arbitration Procedure, which is intended to apply to disputes below a value threshold set by the parties. The parties may agree to alter or modify the application of the SMA’s arbitration rules (SMA Rules § 1).
SMA CONCILIATION AND MEDIATION


The SMA also has Rules for Mediation, published in 1999.

Mediation and conciliation are related alternative dispute resolution processes, which seek settlement of the parties’ dispute by agreement. In mediation, the mediator is more likely to act as a facilitator that works to help the parties develop and negotiate settlement proposals. In conciliation, the conciliator(s) may take a more authoritative role in shaping the settlement, which can include making proposals for settlement.

For more information on alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms available to parties to a dispute, see ADR Mechanisms in the US: Overview.

SALVAGE

The SMA has specific Salvage Arbitration Rules. SMA arbitration is provided for in the US Open Form Salvage Agreement (MARSALV), which is commonly used in the US, particularly for recreational vessels.

The Salvage Arbitration Rules provide for a highly expedited procedure that is generally based solely on documentary and written submissions.

PRELIMINARY STEPS FOR THE PARTIES

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PARTIES

Maritime arbitrations generally arise from breakdowns in contractual relationships (such as charterparties) or incidents (such as cargo damage) that are usually:
- Well-known to the parties.
- The subject of notice and claims to insurers.

However, SMA arbitrators are, on occasion, called on to issue provisional relief on an expedited basis.

Securing Documents, Evidence, and Testimony

Because ships travel and crews change, it can become difficult or impossible to gain access to relevant information. It is therefore important for parties to immediately:
- Secure or copy documents (including those maintained aboard the vessel).
- Secure physical evidence.
- Obtain witness statements.

Parties must also institute litigation holds (see Practice Note, Implementing a Litigation Hold (W-502-9481)). If witnesses or documents (including vessel logs) are on board the vessel and not obtained at the time of the occurrence, counsel should get a list of the vessel’s scheduled port calls at which witnesses may be interviewed or documents accessed.

Sometimes the P&I Club, which is a shipowners’ mutual liability insurer, has agents in port available to investigate potential claims. They can aid in tasks, such as taking samples of bulk or liquid cargoes. Otherwise, samples are often taken by representatives of the freight owner and the ship owner or charterer of in the ordinary course of loading and unloading, and should be identified and sequestered. Testing may be crucial and it is good practice for both sides to cooperate and arrange for testing by a jointly acceptable laboratory.

Review the Arbitration Clause and Applicable Arbitration Law

The first step for the claimant preparing to initiate arbitration or the respondent considering how to anticipate or react on receipt of a notice of demand for arbitration is to locate the relevant arbitration clause and review its provisions.

Arbitration agreements can be incorporated by reference from other documents (see Practice Note, Arbitration Clauses Incorporated by Reference Under US Law (W-002-235)). Bills of lading, for example, may incorporate the terms of an underlying charterparty (see, for example, Cont’l Ins. Co. v. Polish Steamship Co., 346 F.3d 281, 283 (2d Cir. 2003)). Whether the arbitration clause in the charterparty binds the parties to the bill of lading or other incorporating agreement may depend on the specific language of the charterparty clause and the law applicable to the agreement (see Import Export Steel Corp. v. Miss. Valley Barge Line Co., 351 F.2d 503, 505-06 (2d Cir. 1965); Int’l Chartering Servs., Inc. v. Eagle Bulk Shipping Inc., 138 F. Supp. 3d 629, 635 (S.D.N.Y. 2015)). Non-parties may be bound to the arbitration clause on theories including agency, estoppel, and alter-ego, and counsel should consider these issues where appropriate (see Practice Note, Joining Non-Parties to an Arbitration in the US (W-011-3185) and Article, Joining non-signatories to an arbitration (6-275-4952)).

Maritime contracts frequently are based on industry standard forms, with standard choice of law and dispute resolution provisions. Standard forms or the SMA model arbitration clause is generally sufficient to refer all disputes between the parties to SMA arbitration. Language that does not follow standard terms may be less clear than the SMA model arbitration clause or standard contract forms and create the risk of jurisdictional challenges or procedural confusion.

Because claims arbitrated under the SMA Rules generally arise under federal maritime law rather than state law, the contract may choose “US maritime law” or similar formulations rather than the law of a particular US state to govern the substance of the dispute. Careful attention should be paid to determining the legal regime governing the arbitration (see, for example, Commodities & Minerals Enter. Ltd. v. CVG Ferrominera Orinoco, 2018 WL 4583484, at *6 (S.D. Fla. July 18, 2018) (relying on a semicolon in the arbitration clause to reject a jurisdictional challenge to arbitral tribunal)).

JURISDICTION

The SMA Rules do not provide that the arbitral tribunal (called a Panel in the SMA rules) has authority to determine its own jurisdiction (see Practice Note, Arbitrability Issues in US Arbitration: Determination by a Court or Arbitrator (W-005-0556)). However, SMA Panels are empowered to determine all issues of law or fact necessary to decide the issues before them (Fed. Commer. & Navigation Co. v. Kanematsu-Gosho Ltd., 457 F.2d 387, 389 (2d Cir. 1972)). Parties may include language giving the arbitrators authority to determine their jurisdiction in the arbitration agreement.
Coordination with Insurers or Other Parties

Coordination with the client and its insurer is important from the outset, even in cases that, in other contexts, may not have insurance ramifications. Counsel should also consider cooperation, coordination, and possible consolidation among similarly aligned or intermediate parties (see Consolidation).

Counsel should be aware that shipping companies typically have sophisticated insurance programs. Events leading to maritime arbitration may be covered by:

- Insurance policies, such as:
  - protection and indemnity;
  - hull and machinery; and
  - kidnap and ransom.
- Freight, demurrage, and defense policies that provide coverage for fees and costs in contract or other cases and are specific to the industry.

Consolidation

Parties should consider whether the arbitration is subject to mandatory consolidation or whether they should request consolidation.

The SMA Rules provide for mandatory consolidation of arbitrations in certain circumstances (SMA Rules § 2). Consolidation allows for the litigation of pass-through claims between consignors, charterers, and owners.

Any party can request consolidation if a dispute or multiple disputes arise under two or more contracts that select arbitration under the SMA Rules and the disputes concern either:

- A common question of fact or law.
- To a substantial degree, the same transactions or series of transactions.

(SMA Rules § 2.)

The parties may agree on a sole arbitrator or, if they do not, then choose a Panel of three arbitrators as follows:

- One selected by the primary claimant.
- One selected by the ultimate defending party.
- One selected by the remaining intermediate or “pass-along” party or parties.

The parties have 30 days after the request for consolidation to choose the arbitral tribunal. After 30 days, a party may request that the president (or, if a conflict occurs, the vice president) of the SMA select the remaining arbitrators from the SMA’s roster. (SMA Rules § 2.)

If the parties disagree about whether consolidation is required, the SMA president (or vice president if a conflict occurs) determines the question as a threshold issue. The president or vice president may charge a fee for making the determination. (SMA Rules § 2.)

The SMA Rules bar class or group arbitration (SMA Rules § 2).

Punitive Damages and Attorneys’ Fees

SMA Panels generally recognize that, absent a provision in the parties’ agreement to the contrary, Panels have the authority to award punitive damages. However, Panels are often reluctant to do so (see, for example, In re Arbitration Between Odfjell Seachem AS, as Owners of the M/V Ncc Aror and Vinmar Int’l Bv/Vinmar Int’l Ltd., 2004 WL 5658886, at *4 (S.M.A. Apr. 21, 2004)). For a discussion of punitive damages generally, see Practice Note, Punitive Damages in US Arbitration (W-000-1641).

SMA Panels are empowered to award attorneys’ fees (SMA Rules § 30.)

New York Notice of Arbitration

New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR) 7503(c) sets out a procedure for a claimant to serve the demand for arbitration or notice of intention to arbitrate. If the notice or demand is served under CPLR 7503(c), the respondent must bring any application to stay arbitration within twenty days after service. This includes an application on the grounds that a valid agreement was not made or complied with or that the claim is time barred. (See Practice Note, Compelling and Staying Arbitration in New York State Supreme Court: Considerations when Staying Arbitration (6-592-6785)).

Case law is conflicting on whether CPLR 7503(c) applies to arbitrations otherwise governed by the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) (see Rite Aid of New York, Inc. v. 1199SEIU United HealthCare Workers East, 2017 WL 10295970, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. July 10, 2017) (collecting cases on both sides and finding CPLR 7503(c) not preempted by the FAA)). Therefore, claimants bringing an arbitration seated in New York should consider serving the demand or notice under CPLR 7503(c). Respondents receiving such a demand or notice should consider adhering to the timing requirements of CPLR 7503(c).

Check Limitations Periods

The claimant should check whether any of its potential claims are time-barred. Limitations (or, in admiralty, laches) periods may be set by:

- Federal law.
- Applicable or borrowed state law.
- The parties’ agreement.

Respondents should undertake a reciprocal analysis of the claims and consider whether a court application to stay the arbitration is available and appropriate.

Maritime Attachment and Arrest

A claimant may commence an action for arrest or attachment of a vessel or other property under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Supplemental Rules for Admiralty or Maritime Claims and Asset Forfeiture Actions (the “Supplemental Rules”) (see Practice Note, Maritime Attachment and Vessel Arrest in the US (W-001-8160)). This is a common practice in maritime cases.

The federal district court may refer the parties to arbitration but retain jurisdiction to enforce the ultimate award over the seized property or, in certain circumstances, in personam (9 USC § 8). Panels operating under the SMA Rules also may issue orders relating to security that may be both:

- Confirmed as partial final awards under the FAA.
- Judicially enforced.
Preparation of the Case

The issues underlying maritime arbitrations are fact-intensive and often technical. This is particularly true for matters related to cargo or vessel operations. Parties should assess the issues as early as possible to prepare an effective statement of claim or anticipated defense. The relevant parties’ insurers or port agents may conduct initial fact and evidence gathering (see Securing Documents, Evidence, and Testimony).

Early expert involvement, for example, in cases of cargo contamination or damage, may also be important to framing the case, narrowing issues, and settlement.

Communications

Absent other agreement by the parties, the demand for arbitration and the claimant’s notice of appointment of its arbitrator must be given by written notice (SMA Rules §§ 6, 10). Notice of their appointment to the arbitrators may be given orally but should be confirmed in writing (SMA Rules § 12).

Parties and counsel must limit the subject matter of communications with potential arbitrators before appointment to avoid charges of bias or conflict. Before appointment, an arbitrator may only “inquire as to the general nature of the dispute and the names of the parties and their affiliates involved.” (SMA Code of Ethics § 4; see also Practice Note, Selection of party-nominated arbitrators: Acceptable topics at interview: grey areas (3-203-6680)).

After the Panel is constituted, all communications between a party and the Panel must be conducted with the Chair of the Panel and be shared among all parties (SMA Code of Ethics § 6; SMA Rules § 23).

Selection of the SMA Rules in the arbitration agreement is consent to service for purposes of both:

- The arbitration.
- Any court proceeding to confirm the award.

A party may serve documents:

- By mail to a party or its counsel at their last known address.
- By personal service.

(SMA Rules § 35.)

Communications among parties and arbitrators are typically by email. As a matter of convenience and courtesy to the arbitrators (and with their assent), parties also often send hard copies of documents, such as:

- Pleadings.
- Briefs.
- Evidentiary documents.
- Case law and other cited sources.

Time Limits

The SMA Rules contain only a few time limits:

- The respondent must appoint its arbitrator within 20 days of receipt of notice arbitration, unless the claimant seeks to compel an earlier appointment (SMA Rules § 10).
- Appointment of arbitrators in a consolidated proceeding: 30 days (SMA Rules § 2).
- Pre-hearing statements of claim:
  - must be served by the claimant at least 20 business days before the first hearing; and
  - must be served by the respondent not more than 10 business days after the claimant’s submission.

(SMA Rules § 21.)

Copies of documents, exhibits, and accounts to be introduced at a hearing must be produced at least ten business days before hearing (SMA Rules § 21).

Identification of fact and expert witnesses, including a brief description of their testimony must be provided at least one week before the hearing date (SMA Rules § 21).

Arbitrators are asked to issue an award within 120 days from closure of the proceeding, but this time-limit is not mandatory (SMA Rules § 28).

All time limits under the SMA Rules can be altered by:

- An agreement between the parties and the consent of the Panel.
- The Panel on a showing of good cause.

(SMA Rules § 34.)

The Panel generally sets additional time limits in an early conference with the parties.

Expediting Matters

The SMA Rules allow for the parties to agree to proceed on documents only (SMA Rules § 27).

The SMA has a Shortened Arbitration Procedure, which is generally for claims of smaller value. Contractual parties may include a provision in their arbitration agreement that the Shortened Arbitration Procedure applies to claims below an amount specified.

The Shortened Arbitration Procedure provides:

- Procedures for party agreement to or SMA appointment of a single arbitrator (SMA Rules for Shortened Arbitration Procedure (SMA Shortened Procedure Rules) §§ 1-2).
- An expedited schedule that requires:
  - the arbitrator to create a schedule within 15 days of the arbitrator’s appointment that sets the date for the claimant’s submission of its initial statement of claim and all supporting documents;
  - the respondent to submit its response and any counterclaim within 20 days of the submission of the statement of claim;
  - the claimant to submit its response to any counterclaim within 20 days of the respondent’s submission; and
  - the arbitrator to issue the award within 30 days of the final replies or the arbitrator’s declaration that the proceeding is closed.

(SMA Shortened Procedure Rules §§ 3, 8.)
Unless the arbitrator deems it necessary, there is no discovery (SMA Shortened Procedure Rules § 4-5).

The parties may be represented by counsel or commercial advocates. The arbitrator may award legal expenses or time and expenses, but the expense award may not exceed $4,000. (SMA Shortened Procedure Rules § 7.) The arbitrator’s fee and expenses may not exceed:

- $3,500.
- $4,500 if there is a counterclaim.

(SMA Shortened Procedure Rules § 9.)

THE ARBITRATORS

THE ROSTER OF ARBITRATORS

The SMA maintains a roster of arbitrators. The SMA roster is published on its website and the SMA furnishes its current roster on request as well (SMA Rules § 10).

The parties are not limited to those arbitrators unless they are using the Shortened Arbitration Procedure (see SMA Shortened Arbitration Procedure Rules § 1; see also Expediting Matters). The SMA’s Model Arbitration Clause also requires selection from the SMA roster.

Some standard maritime charterparties specify that the arbitrators be commercial persons. Under that definition, an arbitrator whose only experience is practicing law does not qualify (see W.K. Webster & Co. v. Am. President Lines, Ltd., 32 F.3d 665, 668 (2d Cir. 1994)). The arbitrators on the SMA roster meet the commercial persons requirement and have at least ten years of commercial experience in the shipping industry. About one-quarter are lawyers.

Under the SMA Code of Ethics, SMA arbitrators must be impartial whether or not they are party-appointed (SMA Code of Ethics § 7).

NUMBER OF ARBITRATORS

The number of arbitrators depends on the arbitration clause and the rules governing the arbitration.

The SMA’s Model Arbitration Clause provides for three arbitrators. Each party appoints one arbitrator. Those two arbitrators then select the third arbitrator. The SMA’s model clause is consistent with the standard New York dispute resolution clause, published by BIMCO.

In the absence of a contrary agreement, the SMA Rules provide for arbitration by two arbitrators (SMA Rules § 10). If the two party-appointed arbitrators cannot agree on the result of the dispute, they appoint an umpire. The umpire is empowered to assume the decision-making function and effectively act as the sole arbitrator. (SMA Rules § 20.)

A single arbitrator conducts the arbitration under the Shortened Arbitration Procedure (see Expediting Matters).

SELECTING THE ARBITRATORS

Absent a contrary provision in the arbitration agreement, the claimant gives notice of its arbitrator in its demand for arbitration (SMA Rules § 6). In making an appointment, counsel often search arbitrators’ prior SMA awards, which are published and available on Westlaw and LEXIS.

If a party fails to appoint its arbitrator within the time set in the agreement, the other party may seek judicial assistance in appointing arbitrators under Section 5 of the FAA (SMA Rules § 10). Similarly, if the party-appointed arbitrators fail to appoint the third arbitrator “within a reasonable time,” the court may make the appointment (SMA Rules § 11). Notably, the party-appointed arbitrators are not permitted to communicate with their appointing party concerning the selection of the third arbitrator (SMA Code of Ethics § 5).

While SMA members are frequently appointed in arbitrations under the SMA Rules, if the arbitration agreement does not require it, the parties may choose other arbitrators and may use party appointment or other methods of appointing arbitrators, such as the American Arbitration Association (AAA)’s arbitrator selection service, in their arbitration agreement. Appointment of an arbitrator from the SMA roster is required under the Shortened Arbitration Procedures and by the SMA’s Model Arbitration Clause. (See The Roster of Arbitrators.)

If a party-appointed arbitrator becomes unable to serve, the appointing party promptly names a replacement. The panel chair continues to serve in that capacity unless the two party-appointed arbitrators choose a replacement before the hearing begins or, if the arbitration is on documents alone, before the first submissions or documents are received by the Panel (SMA Rules § 13).

Each party should ensure that sufficient funds are available to cover any deposit of arbitration costs, including arbitrator fees, that may be required during arbitration (SMA Rules § 37).

CHALLENGING AN ARBITRATOR

Arbitrators may not have:

- A financial or personal interest in the outcome of the dispute.
- Acquired from an interested source detailed prior knowledge of the matter in dispute.

(SMA Rules § 8.)

Each party or its counsel must provide the arbitrators with a statement of interested parties so that the arbitrators may identify grounds for voluntary withdrawal (SMA Rules § 21). Before the first hearing or initial submissions, arbitrators must disclose potential conflicts, including close business or personal ties with parties, affiliates of the parties, counsel, and other arbitrators on the Panel (SMA Rules § 9; SMA Code of Ethics § 4). On receipt of the arbitrators’ disclosure statements, the parties may challenge any of the arbitrators or accept the Panel (SMA Rules § 9).

An arbitrator subject to a challenge may voluntarily withdraw. If the arbitrator declines to withdraw, the challenger retains its right to challenge the award after it is issued (SMA Rules § 9; see Enforcing or Challenging the Arbitration in Court).

After a withdrawal, the party that appointed that arbitrator appoints a replacement. If the chair withdraws, the parties’ arbitrators select a new chair (SMA Rules § 13).
ARBITER COMpensation
Each arbitrator determines his or her fee. The fee should take into account:
- The complexity of the matter.
- The urgency.
- The time spent.

Arbitrators and the parties typically agree on a hourly or hearing day rate for the arbitrator at the time of appointment.

At any time, the Panel may require the parties to post security for its estimated fees and expenses. Posted security is held in an interest-bearing account administered by the SMA unless otherwise agreed to by the arbitrators. Arbitrators are entitled to payment for work performed for arbitrations that settle. (SMA Rules § 37.)

COMMENCING THE ARBITRATION
CLAIMANT: NOTICE OF ARBITRATION AND COMMENCEMENT OF ARBITRATION
Arbitration is initiated when the claimant serves written notice to the other party of its demand for arbitration and naming its arbitrator. Under the SMA Rules, the claimant may be any party to an agreement for arbitration (SMA Rules § 6).

The claimant’s demand for arbitration describes:
- The nature of the dispute.
- The damages at issue.
- The remedy it seeks.

There is no required form for the demand for arbitration. The demand is often a letter. The use of numbered paragraphs and a caption makes it easier for the parties to respond point by point as the pleadings progress. While a demand for arbitration need not be detailed, the claimant should take the opportunity to provide a full narrative of the facts giving rise to the dispute. (See Article, Top Ten Mistakes Litigators Make in US Commercial Arbitration: File a Bare Bones Demand for Arbitration (W-008-5473)).

SERVING THE NOTICE OF ARBITRATION
The notice of demand for arbitration should be served as required by the parties’ agreement. In the absence of an agreement, the default SMA rule provides for service by mail to the party or its counsel or personal service (SMA Rules § 35; Communications).

RESPONDENT: APPOINTMENT OF ARBITRATOR
The respondent has twenty days to name its arbitrator (SMA Rules § 10; see Time Limits). Claimant may seek judicial relief for speedier appointment if needed.

REPRESENTATION
A party may be represented in the arbitration by counsel or other representative (SMA Rules § 14).

ENFORCING OR CHALLENGING THE ARBITRATION IN COURT
Parties may seek court intervention to:
- Compel or stay arbitration.
- Enforce or oppose enforcement of security or other preliminary relief.
- Seek confirmation or vacatur of the final award.

(See Practice Notes, Compelling and Enjoining Arbitration in US Federal Courts (6-574-8707); Interim, Provisional and Conservatory Measures in US Arbitration (9-587-9225); Enforcing Arbitration Awards in the US (9-500-4550); Vacating, Modifying, or Correcting an Arbitration Award in Federal Court (W-000-6340)).

The enforcement of maritime industry arbitration agreements and awards has some particular considerations.

The FAA expressly applies to maritime contracts as defined in the FAA (9 USC §§ 1-2), although the scope of maritime contracts is not well-defined. However, the FAA does not provide a basis for federal subject matter jurisdiction. Therefore, for a purely domestic arbitration that does not fall with Chapter 2 of the FAA, federal subject matter jurisdiction must exist under one of the following:
- Diversity (28 USC § 1332).
- Federal question jurisdiction (28 USC § 1331).
- Other statute.

If there is no federal jurisdiction for the underlying dispute, matters relating to the dispute must be heard in state court.

The following types of disputes fall within federal jurisdiction:
- A dispute regarding a maritime contract (28 USC § 1333).
- International arbitrations that fall under the Convention for the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 21 UST. 2517 (the “New York Convention”) (9 USC §§ 201-208), which covers commercial relationships that:
  - are not entirely between US citizens;
  - involve property located outside the US;
  - are performed or enforced abroad; or
  - have “some other reasonable relation with one or more foreign states”
- (9 USC § 202.)

Therefore, proceedings to compel arbitration or to confirm or vacate an award under the New York Convention or FAA Chapter 2 may be brought in federal court or removed to federal court at any time before trial (9 USC §§ 203, 205).

For further information, see Practice Note, Understanding the Federal Arbitration Act: Court Intervention in Support of Arbitration (0-500-9284).

PLEADINGS
The sequence of pleadings is typically determined in an early conference among the parties and arbitrators. Parties are permitted to amend or add to their claims until the close of proceedings (SMA Rules § 6).

EMERGENCY AND INTERIM MEASURES
The SMA Rules empower the Panel to “grant any remedy or relief,” including specific performance and security (SMA Rules § 30). The panel may require security for:

(See, for example, In the Matter of the Arbitration between Agrowest, S.A., Dos Valles S.A. and Comexa S.A and Maersk Sealand, 2009 WL 1752031 (S.M.A. May 26, 2009.))

The SMA Rules do not include a procedure for preliminary relief. However, a Panel can be empaneled on short notice and can act swiftly. The claimant can seek a court order requiring the respondent to appoint its arbitrator before its time to do so expires under the SMA rules (SMA Rule § 10).

PREHEARING PROCEDURE

The SMA Rules prescribe few requirements for pre-hearing and hearing procedures, so the parties and arbitrators have significant latitude in deciding matters, such as:

■ The timing of pleadings or other submissions.
■ The extent of discovery.
■ How to organize the hearing.

WAIVER OF OBJECTION OF NONCOMPLIANCE WITH THE RULES

If a party knows of a breach of the SMA Rules but continues with the arbitration without officially objecting to the Panel, the party waives any right to object (SMA Rules § 33).

OATH

After the parties accept the Panel, each arbitrator takes an oath to “faithfully and fully hear and examine the matter in controversy and make a just Award” (SMA Rules § 19 & App’x A).

LOCATION OF THE HEARING

Unless another place is set in the parties’ arbitration agreement, the place of the hearing is New York City, at a location chosen by the Panel (SMA Rules § 7; see also Discovery and Subpoenas).

DISCOVERY AND SUBPOENAS

The parties agree to the scope of discovery, subject to the Panel’s power to require the parties to produce matter “necessary to an understanding and determination of the dispute.” The Panel decides any disputes. (SMA Rules § 23.)

The Panel has the power to subpoena witnesses or documents on its own initiative or at the request of a party (SMA Rules § 23). The Panel may only issue subpoenas for a “hearing,” which includes a preliminary hearing solely held for the purpose of the subpoena (see Practice Note, Compelling Evidence from Non-Parties in Arbitration in the US: Document Discovery under the Federal Arbitration Act (1-586-9513)).

The Panel may convene in a location other than the site of the arbitration for the purpose taking evidence from a non-party. The Panel may issue a subpoena ordering the production of documents or witnesses at the alternative location. For purposes of judicial enforcement of the subpoena, the panel remains seated at the alternative location. (SMA Rules § 7.)

HEARING PROCEDURE

GENERAL PROCEDURE

The chair designates the time and place of the first hearing. Before the hearing:

■ Each claimant should submit a pre-hearing statement of claim at least twenty business days before the first hearing unless otherwise agreed.
■ Each respondent should submit a pre-hearing statement of defense and any counterclaim no more than ten business days after the claimant’s submission.
■ Copies of any documents, exhibits, and accounts to be introduced at a particular hearing should be provided to the opposing side and the arbitrators at least ten business days before the hearing.
■ Witnesses, fact and expert, should be identified and their testimony briefly described at least a week before the scheduled hearing date.

(SMA Rules § 21.)

The claimant presents its case first and must meet its burden of proof. If it does not, the Panel need not take evidence from the respondent, unless the respondent has brought counterclaims. The Panel decides which party is the claimant if it is unclear. (SMA Rules § 21)

EVIDENCE

Court rules of evidence do not apply unless specified by the parties. The Panel determines the relevance and materiality of the evidence presented by the parties. (SMA Rules § 21.)

The parties choose what evidence to present. The Panel may require parties to produce any additional evidence it deems necessary. All evidence submitted to the Panel is to be shared by all parties. (SMA Rules § 23.)

The Panel may receive evidence by affidavit. If a party objects to the affidavit, the Panel gives the affidavit the appropriate weight based on the objection. (SMA Rules § 24.)

The Panel has the power to subpoena witnesses and documents, on their own or at the request of a party. The party may order the deposition of witnesses unable to testify in person. (See Discovery and Subpoenas.)

The Panel may take testimony by video conference or other electronic method. However, a party may object to the taking of remote testimony. If a party objects, the Panel hears and rules on the objection. (SMA Rules § 23.)

ARBITRATION ON DOCUMENTS

The parties may agree in writing to submit their dispute to arbitration solely on documents. In arbitration on documents, the Panel takes its oath in writing and makes its conflict disclosures to all parties in writing. (SMA Rules § 27; see Arbitrator Conflict Disclosure.)

The parties should agree to the schedule for submissions. If they cannot agree, the Panel then sets the schedule. (SMA Rules § 27.)

ADJOURNMENTS

The arbitrators must adjourn a hearing on the joint request of all parties. Otherwise, the arbitrators may adjourn a hearing for good cause. (SMA Rules § 18.)
DEFAULTING PARTIES

If, after receiving notice, a party fails to appear or obtain an adjournment, the arbitration may proceed in the absence of the defaulting party (SMA Rules § 22).

Panels generally make repeated efforts to encourage a defaulting party to appear. Where a party fails to appear, the Panel makes its award based on the appearing party’s submissions. (See, for example, In the Matter of the Arbitration between Monjasa DMCC and Metro Building Materials FZE, as Owner of the M/V Bao Flourish, 2017 WL 4990591, at *2 (S.M.A. Sept. 15, 2017)).

INTERPRETER

The party presenting a witness requiring an interpreter must provide an independent interpreter. The presenting party pays for the interpreter, subject to a later allocation of the cost. (SMA Rules § 16.) The interpreter’s oath is set out in Appendix A to the SMA Rules.

STENOGRAPHER

Unless the parties agree otherwise, all hearings are transcribed. The cost of transcription is shared among the parties, subject to a final apportionment by the arbitrators (SMA Rules § 15).

ATTENDANCE AT HEARING

Persons with a direct interest in the arbitration may attend the hearings. The arbitrators may exclude witnesses during the testimony of other witnesses. (SMA Rules § 17)

EXPENSES

The party producing or requiring the production of the witness must pay witness expenses, although the Panel may reallocate expenses (SMA Rules § 36).

For expenses incurred at the request of the arbitrators, the parties bear them equally, subject to later allocation. These expenses include:

- Travel and out-of-pocket expenses of arbitrators.
- Expense of producing witnesses, including subpoenaed witnesses, requested by the Panel.
- The expense of other proofs requested by the Panel.

Travel and lodging expenses of party-appointed arbitrators located outside the place of arbitration are borne by the party appointing that arbitrator. (SMA Rules § 36.)

CLOSING THE PROCEEDINGS

At the end of the submission of evidence, the parties may either:

- Submit post-hearing briefs.
- Present oral closing arguments.
- Present closing arguments.

(SMA Rule §§ 21, 25.)

Post-hearing briefs are submitted on an agreed schedule. If the parties cannot agree, the Panel sets the schedule. (SMA Rules § 25.)

The Panel may also direct the parties to submit supplementary briefing or to appear for oral argument on any issue (SMA Rules §§ 21, 26).

The chair declares the proceedings closed on the completion of all submissions (SMA Rules § 25). However, even after the close of proceedings, the arbitrators may require the parties to provide additional clarification and may order additional hearings. The hearings also may be reopened on application of a party for good cause shown. (SMA Rules § 26.)

AWARDS

SCOPE OF AWARDS

The Panel has broad authority to grant any remedy or relief that it deems just and equitable, including, but not limited to, specific performance and the grant of security (SMA Rules § 30).

An award includes the allocation of arbitration expenses and fees. Notably, the arbitrators may award reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs or expenses. Parties’ reply briefs should include an affidavit describing their attorneys’ fees. (SMA Rules §§ 30, 36.)

If the parties settle the dispute, they may request that the Panel set out the terms of settlement in an award (SMA Rules § 31).

FORM AND TIMING OF AWARD

Unless otherwise agreed:

- The decision of the arbitrators is by majority vote. If the arbitration clause requires two party-appointed arbitrators and an umpire, the umpire is appointed if the party-appointed arbitrators fail to agree. (SMA Rules § 20.)
- SMA awards are reasoned. Awards are signed by the arbitrator, umpire, majority, or all arbitrators (if unanimous). Dissents are signed by the dissenter and are included with the majority’s award. (SMA Rules § 29.)

The Panel should issue an award within 120 days of the close of proceedings, although the Panel’s failure to issue an award within that time does not affect the award’s validity (SMA Rules § 28; Time Limits).

The arbitrators retain jurisdiction to correct “obvious” clerical or arithmetic errors (SMA Rules § 30).

DELIVERY

Delivery of the award may be by mailing to the parties or counsel at their last known address, or by personal service (SMA Rules § 32).

PUBLICATION OF THE AWARD

Unless the parties otherwise agree, awards are published in print by the SMA (SMA Rules § 1) and are available on Westlaw and LEXIS.

AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES

The typical SMA arbitration provision states the arbitration is governed by the SMA Rules that are in effect at the time the arbitration agreement is made. The SMA Rules have been amended from time to time since they were first enacted in 1994.

The principal change from the 2016 SMA Rules to the 2018 SMA Rules was a clarification in Rule 30. The rule now expressly provides that SMA Panels have the authority to issue awards of security for claims and counterclaims, a power that had been implicit.
The 2016 Rules revised provisions in the 2013 Rules for hearing location (SMA Rules § 7) to allow for nationwide service of subpoenas. Other changes included:

- Modest extensions of pre-hearing submission deadlines (SMA Rules § 21).
- Clarification of the circumstances and method of appointing an umpire (SMA Rules § 20).
- Clarification that any interim allocation of expenses is subject to a final allocation by the Panel (SMA Rules § 36).

The 2013 Rules introduced the detailed consolidation procedure (SMA Rules § 2). Other minor changes included clarification that the Panel may:

- Take testimony by video conference or other electronic means (SMA Rules § 23).
- Require post-hearing briefing and a final oral hearing after presentation of all evidence (SMA Rules § 21).